The medications of DH Solutions BVBA are absolutely unique in their characteristics and effect
and are developed entirely in-house.
The primary action of these medications is directed at clearing energy blockages. We believe
that energy blockages in muscles arise in the fascia.
Fascia is the moderately elastic tissue that surrounds and supports a muscle and maintains
mutual interconnection and continuity between the muscles.
Imbalance in the fascia can cause the muscle to stretch, causing the muscle tone (the contraction
of the muscle) to change. A persistent and lasting increased muscle tone causes a vicious circle:
1. Increased muscle tension leads to increased oxygen consumption and therefore
increased blood supply. At the same time, a stronger muscle tone prevents improved
blood circulation, which once again causes pain in the muscle.
2. Poor circulation leads to accumulation of wastes in the muscle and thereby to even more
pain and complaints.
3. Pain once again leads to increased muscle tone.
4. Muscles and their surrounding fascia harden and react to this cycle of pain and stress by
changing their structure; collagen is deposited in the muscles, causing the muscle to
become ever harder and more fibrous.
This process has a fair number of implications for a horse that has to set a good sporting
performance. When muscles become more fibrous and change into hard ‘bands’, a pulling force
is exerted on the tendons and the attachments to the bone, which also causes a change in the
tendons themselves. The places where the tendons attach to the bones become sensitive.
A hypertonic muscle weakens its antagonist muscle. When a muscle is hard, contracted and
fibrous, its antagonist muscle is in a stretched (long) and weakened condition.
The weakened muscle tries to do its job, but is overwhelmed by its hypertonic opposite number.
This leads to muscle spasms and painful trigger zones in the weakened muscle.
Another consequence of imbalance in muscle tone and muscle strength is reduced coordination
of normal movements, which can lead to joint degeneration.
Hypertonic muscles consume much more energy, which can lead to fatigue.
PERFORMANCE reduces fascial imbalance and causes the acidosis in the muscles to decrease.
TRANQUILLITY is a preventative medication and prevents fascial imbalance caused by stress.

Fascial “release” ensures that the tone of the muscle can be restored to an optimum level. The
energy locked in the muscle is released, ready for use elsewhere.
Characteristics of the medications of DH Solutions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Oral administration (non invasive);
Ethically responsible;
Absolutely safe;
Very effective.

While PERFORMANCE and TRANQUILLITY work excellently as standalone medications,
they work particularly well in combination, giving synergistic results.
For all products of DH Solutions:
1. Apply directly in the mouth
2. Not together with food
3. Store dark and cold, though not in refrigerator

The products are used single for healing.
The 2 products in combination: for good sport performances.
(show jumping, dressage, trotter sport, gallop sport)

